NOTICE

An Internal Complaint committee has been constituted at IRCNS NHQ to look into the complaints of sexual harassment as per provisions of Chapter II, Section 4 (1) of the Sexual Harassment of women at workplace (Prevention, Prohibition and Redressal ) Act, 2013.

The committee shall consist of the following:

1. Dr.Vanshree Singh, Director (BC), Presiding Officer
2. Mrs.Rina Tripathi (ADM)
3. Mrs.Gargi Gosain (F&A)
4. Ms.Protima Singh (IFRC)

This issues with the approval of Competent Authority

(N K Singh)
Deputy Secretary

Copy to:

1. Dr.Vanshree Singh, Director (BC)
2. Mrs.Rina Tripathi (ADM)
3. Mrs.Gargi Gosain (F &A )
4. Notice Board